Students of the Federal University of Technology, Akure have continued their winning streak in National and International competitions. The latest to join the fast expanding hall of fame are two final year students of the Department of Transport Management Technology, Adesuyi Tolulope and Ogunsanya Johnson who further placed the University in good standing by emerging first and third, respectively in the recently held Young Members Forum Essay and Debate Competition organized by the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport [CILT].

The competition which is an annual one drew invitations from other Universities with the Federal University of Technology, Akure winning the keenly competed essay and debate competition which highlighted “Election Logistics: The Bane of Electoral Process in Nigeria”

The students, who were led to the competition which took place in Lagos by the Head of Department of Transport Management, Dr K.T Gbadamosi, were presented with cash prizes of Fifty Thousand Naira [N50,000.00] and Twenty Thousand Naira [N20,000.00] respectively and a plaque for the University.